
HOMEPAGE  

Environmental Cleaning Services – Knowledgeable, Professional 
Cleaning for Businesses Big and Small 

About Us 

Environmental Cleaning Services was formed in the heart of Dallas in 1976 as a commercial 
janitorial company. Our goal is to provide the DFW area with high-quality commercial cleaning 
services at a competitive price. The single most important factor in achieving our quality goal is 
our personal involvement with each of our accounts. All of our commercial cleaning clients are 
visited at least once per month by one of the partners or operations manager. During these 
visits, we will inspect the facility and visit with tenants and/or management to obtain their 
assessment of our work. This direct communication helps us to ensure that we are meeting the 
high quality standards and every expectation of our customers. 

Environmental Cleaning is a full service, expert, commercial cleaning service. We offer a wide 
range of services which include commercial cleaning solutions for industries of all sizes, office 
cleaning services, and janitorial services in the DFW area. Our janitorial staff numbers over 80 
trained personnel. We provide nightly commercial cleaning services for more than 2,000,000 
square feet of office building space. Put Environmental Cleaning Services to the test. We 
promise to not disappoint! 

Why Environmental Cleaning Stands Apart… 

Complete Commercial Cleaning  

We will work with you to create a cleaning schedule that best benefits your business. Whether 
you want weekly, light cleaning, or a one-time cleaning after an extensive restoration, or 
something else entirely – Environmental Cleaning can customize a package that fits your needs. 

Services Tailored to Fit Your Needs  

We clean offices of all sizes.  If you have a small office with just a handful of employees, or if 
you need an entire office building cleaned, we will work with you to plan and schedule a 
program that works best for your company. 

Trustworthy and Experienced  

Each member of our cleaning staff is carefully selected before being hired, highly trained, and 
completely trustworthy. Each employee is fully bonded. We understand the importance of 
reliable service and know that time is valuable. Our cleaning staff is always on time and on 



schedule. We are dedicated to providing our cleaning services to the DFW-area efficiently and 
thoroughly. 

Green Cleaning Options  
Environmental Cleaning understands the importance of maintaining a stable and healthy 
environment. And while it is difficult for any cleaning company to be 100% green, we are happy 
to provide our clients with the option of environmentally-friendly cleaning products. We are 
fully focused on providing not only high-quality service, but also eco-friendly cleaning solutions 
in order to protect you, your employees and the environment. 

Small Business, Big Jobs  

Environmental Cleaning is fully capable at handling any size job. No task is too big or small, and 
we will address every job with the utmost care and attention that your business deserves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REFERENCES 

Testimonials for Environmental Cleaning Services in Dallas-Fort Worth 

We are a commercial janitorial company that has been servicing DFW since 1976. We provide 
high quality commercial cleaning services to Dallas at a competitive price, and we pride 
ourselves on the satisfaction of each and every client we work alongside. We are always ready 
to go that extra mile to accommodate those around us because, simply put, if our clients aren’t 
happy then we’re not doing our job. You can be assured that you will receive superior service at 
very affordable rates. 

Read what a few of our customers are saying: 

"Environmental Cleaning Services is the most consistent and trustworthy company we have ever 
worked with. It makes our job easier to know we can contact them at a moment’s notice and 
know that what we need will be handled to our satisfaction. I would strongly recommend them 
to any client." 

Terry Averyt  
Bradford 
 

"Environmental Cleaning Services has maintained six buildings for us over the past six years. 
Their service is excellent and any requests or concerns from our tenants are addressed in a 
timely manner. We are so pleased with them that we do not put our janitorial service out for 
bids each year as we do with other contracts." 

Nancy J. Manar, CPM  
Vice President  
Majestic Realty Services, Inc. 
 

"We appreciate all of the great work and effort you put into our properties. Thank you for being 
so reliable and taking great care of our eight full service buildings, as well as quickly responding 
to any emergencies we've had. You do a wonderful job for us, keep up the good work!" 

Tabetha Fite  
Assistant Property Manager  
TIG Real Estate Services 

Add 2-3 more references on this page as well as two at the bottom of each MAIN page (Home, 
Schedule, Services, and About Us). 



CONTACT  

Contact Environmental Cleaning Services 

If you have any questions about our services or want to find out how we can help your 
business, please contact Environmental Cleaning Services for a free, no obligation quote. We 
will be glad to answer all your questions regarding your cleaning needs. Create a more 
attractive environment for your clients and employees with our professional office cleaning 
team. 

 
Address 

10830 N. Central Expressway  
Suite #170  
Dallas, Texas 75231 

Phone 
214-526-6814 
 
E-mail 
enviro1@airmail.net 

 
Directions 

Insert map via Google or Mapquest with office location  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERVICES 

Commercial Cleaning Services in DFW  

At Environmental Cleaning Inc., we take great pride in our services. We view every client as 
unique and we approach each job with, regardless of the size, with the utmost attention. We 
know that our results will leave you both satisfied and impressed. We provide a variety of 
commercial cleaning services for businesses of all sizes. Whether you’re in need of a one-time 
clean up or are interested in daily office cleaning, Environmental Cleaning can help you. 

 

Complete Cleaning and Janitorial Services to Meet Your 
Business Needs 

General Cleaning 

“General cleaning” in the DFW area includes the industry standard for office cleaning; 
vacuuming, dusting, sweeping, trash removal, and other light duty cleaning. Providing our 
clients with a clean office is extremely important to job satisfaction. Our general office cleaning 
in Dallas-Forth Worth and the surrounding area promises to provide you with a relaxed and 
clean working environment. 

Simple & Affordable Office Cleaning 

Our office cleaning services are simple and affordable. Simply give us a call and let us go over all 
your options. When it comes to choosing the best commercial-cleaning-services DFW has to 
offer, Environmental Cleaning is head-and-shoulders above the competition. We offer daily, 
weekly, bimonthly, monthly, quarterly, seasonal, and custom scheduled office cleaning services 
for any size business. 

Green Cleaning 

Understanding the importance of being “green”, our clients can rest assured that we strive to 
use the most environmentally-friendly procedures. Our clients’ offices are cleaned in an eco-
friendly manner for ideal comfort combined with environmental responsibility. Furthermore, 
we know that many people are sensitive to different smells and chemicals. The last thing 
anyone wants is for their customers’ allergies aggravated upon entering their office. Our green 
cleaning solution is safe, affordable and gentle. 

One-Time Service 

One-time office clean-up is the solution when you’ve moved into new offices or have had an 



unfortunate accident such as flooding or other damage. Expect nothing less than the most 
effective commercial cleaning services the DFW area has to offer. We’re more than happy to do 
the heavy cleaning needed to get your office back to a normal, functional, and healthy work 
environment. 

Environmental Cleaning Services works with a number of different business which include… 

¾ Medical building cleaning  
¾ Malls 
¾ Warehouses 
¾ Show rooms  
¾ Shopping centers  
¾ Schools 
¾ Retail stores 
¾ Restaurants 
¾ Airport terminals  
¾ Banks 
¾ Day cares   
¾ Fitness centers  
¾ Office buildings  
¾ Post construction and renovation sites 
¾ Apartment facilities and grounds   

Environmental Cleaning, Inc. we also offer a complete menu of Janitorial Services and Building 
Maintenance Services tailored to your needs and schedule which include: 

¾ Carpet cleaning  
¾ Water extraction 
¾ Hard surface scrub floor 
¾ Hard surface floors strip & refinish 
¾ Day porter service 
¾ Power washing 
¾ Property maintenance 
¾ Window cleaning 
¾ Apartment move in/out cleaning  

These are just a few of the options provided by our cleaning professionals! Whether you need 
us to be there during business hours or after hours, we will work to accommodate you! 



Free Estimate 
Call or email us today and we will be glad to provide you with a quick, free proposal for our 
cleaning services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SERVICE AREA 

Serving the DFW Area Since 1976 
 
Environmental Cleaning Services is proud to be located in the Lone Star State! Our Dallas base 
has grown since we opened our doors in 1976, and we are happy to be serving many amazing 
clients throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth area. In addition, we also work with businesses 
located throughout the north Dallas area which include... 

¾ Dallas 
¾ Farmers Branch  
¾ Irving  
¾ Addison  
¾ Grapevine  
¾ Lewisville  
¾ Coppell  
¾ Denton  
¾ Arlington  
¾ Bedford  
¾ Euless  
¾ Carrollton  
¾ Frisco  
¾ Allen  
¾ McKinney  
¾ Los Colinas  
¾ Hurst  
¾ Oak Cliff  
¾ Duncanville  
¾ Mesquite  

 

If your business’ city isn’t named on the list above, contact us and we’ll let you know if we 
provide cleaning services to your area. 

Phone      E-mail 

214-526-6814     enviro1@airmail.net     

Place Contact Box Here 



Schedule 

Cleaning Schedules That Fit Any Business Size 

Environmental Cleaning is proud to offer a complete selection of commercial cleaning packages 
and schedules to accommodate businesses of all sizes. Our staff of fully trained professionals 
can work after your business hours in order to provide minimal intrusion with your daily 
operation. Or, if you prefer, we can clean your normal hours of operation. Regardless, we will 
work unobtrusively and efficiently in the background without bothering your employees or 
distracting them. 

Professional, Discreet Service 

You can be confident that our cleaning staff understands the importance of discretion and 
they’re capable of working independently without the need of supervision. So if you’re needing 
services during normal business hours, our professionals will come dressed professionally and 
will work with the utmost integrity at all times. Every member of our DFW commercial cleaning 
staff is fully bonded, guaranteeing that your company is protected at all times. 

Customizable Schedules 

Environmental Cleaning, Inc. offers an assortment of schedules to suit your business needs. 
Providing efficient, quality service that meets your high standards is always our #1 goal. We are 
more than willing to create a cleaning schedule that works around your office hours. Whether 
you need a team to come clean once a week, we will do what it takes to accommodate your 
wishes. 

7 Days / Week 

This schedule is ideal for larger offices that require frequent cleaning due to heavy traffic flow, 
exposure to the elements, or the type of products and equipment used. 

5 Days / Week 

This is a practical option for any business that is only open for the standard 5 day work week. 
We’ll create a schedule to clean on the days that work best for your business. 

3 Days / Week 

This is a great value for offices that don’t require daily cleaning, but who want something more 
frequent than a weekly visit in order to maintain that fresh, just cleaned look every day. 



Weekly Cleaning 

This is ideal for smaller businesses and companies where heavy traffic, exposure to the 
elements, dust and debris, or the use of heavy equipment isn’t a problem. A great schedule for 
businesses working on a smaller budgets. 

Monthly Cleaning 

This is the perfect cleaning option if you desire to stay on top of the heavy cleaning, but aren’t 
currently able to commit to a weekly schedule. If you need substantial, deep cleaning at your 
office, then our monthly service is the perfect option. 

Seasonal Cleaning 

Seasonal cleaning would provide your business with top-to-bottom cleaning once each quarter. 
This package includes routine as well as heavy duty cleaning four times a year to clean away the 
grit and grime accumulated over the weeks and gives your employees the motivation needed to 
preserve their office space the rest of the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Office Cleaning Services 

A clean, eye-catching office may speak volumes of your business’ success. Environmental 
Cleaning Services knows the importance of impressing clients, maintaining an organized office 
space, and providing your employees with a safe and attractive place to work. We strive to 
bring each of our clients the highest quality office cleaning services DFW has to offer. 

Cleaning That Fits Your Schedule 

Get the most practical office cleaning service DFW clients can consistently rely upon. We 
understand that every business operates on a unique schedule with countless demands on your 
employees’ time and attention. Our cleaning staff is always unobtrusive and efficient, never 
interfering with the day to day operation of your business. Let us customize a cleaning schedule 
that meets your needs at a price that fits within your budget. 

Cleaning Services 

No two offices are alike, so we don’t force the same services upon every client. We will provide 
you with a detailed quote based on the size of your office space as well as your specific cleaning 
needs. Cleaning options include: 

¾ Restroom cleaning 
¾ Trash collection 
¾ Sweeping, mopping, and polishing or waxing of floors 
¾ Disinfecting high touch areas 
¾ Stairs, elevators and other high traffic areas 
¾ Surface dusting 
¾ Kitchen or lounge cleaning 
¾ Reception areas and foyers 
¾ Vacuuming of carpets, rugs and upholstery 

Free Cleaning Estimate 

Find out why our office cleaning service clients choose us over the competition. Receive a free, 
no-obligation quote by filling out the cleaning estimate form below: 

 



Cleaning Tips 
Bathroom Boosters  

Tame the Toilet: Drop a teaspoon of Tang Drink Mix in the bowl. The citric acid acts like a 
scrubber…and it’s nontoxic, in case the dog takes a sip. Let it sit for a few minutes, then swish 
and flush. Pushing the toilet brush in and out of the trap before you begin will lower the water 
level, allowing you to safely swish away without getting splashed in the process. 

Corral Strays: Keep drains free of hair and clogs by using a product like Drano or Liquid-Plumr to 
make sure potential clogs are gone, then pour boiling water down drains once a week to keep 
problem-free. Get rid of those troublesome stray hairs on the floor by sweeping them up with a 
damp wad of toilet paper every morning.  

Sweeping Solutions  

Cleaning should always be done top to bottom. That way, any crumbs or dust that fall to the 
floor while you’re working get picked up last.  

The Secret is in the Broom: For indoors, choose one with finer bristles to pick up smaller dirt 
particles. For outdoors, go for stronger, stiffer bristles, which work better to clear porous 
surfaces.  

Swept Off Your Feet: To sweep, hold the broom like a canoe paddle, with one hand on top of 
the handle and the other toward the middle. Push your hands in opposite directions to get the 
most out of every sweeping stroke. Sweep from the outside in so that you don’t miss any spots, 
and move the dirt to the center of the room, where it will be easy to pick up.  

Super Storage: Store brooms with the handle down. It makes them easier to find and protects 
the bristles.  

Banish Dust Bunnies: Pick the proper dustpan. Minimize that annoying line of dust by choosing 
a dustpan with a rubber edge.  

Fancy Floors 

Clean Ceramic-Tile Floors: Ceramic-tile floors can be cleaned easily with nothing but warm 
water, but be sure to sweep or vacuum first to remove any loose soil or grit. Never use a 
sponge mop to clean ceramic-tile floors. It will pull the dirt right into the grout tracks. This 
makes the floor more difficult to clean. A micro-fiber mop picks up all the dirt that a sponge 



mop leaves behind. Pour the ingredients into a bucket and use a rag or micro-fiber mop to 
clean. If you do use a rag and the on-your-hands-and-knees method, be sure to wipe in a 
circular motion across the floor. Don't forget the cabinets and baseboards. If you have really 
dirty grout, use a brush. 

Clean Hardwood Floors: Use boiling water and two teabags to clean hardwood floors. The 
tannic acid in tea creates a beautiful shine for hardwood floors. Let two teabags steep in the 
boiling water for a few minutes. Pour the tea into a bucket. Take a soft cloth and wring it out in 
the tea. The cloth merely needs to be damp, not soaked. This will enable the floor to dry 
quickly. Wash the floor and be ready to be amazed by the sheen. 

Fill in any Scratches: If there are scratches that stand out after cleaning the hardwood floor, 
simply take a crayon the color of the floor and rub it on the scratch to fill the gap. Turn a blow 
dryer on high, heat the area where the crayon was applied and buff it with a soft cloth. 

Clean Vinyl Floors: Mix borax in a bucket of warm water and wash the floor. 

 

 


